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FINAL REPORT TO 'THE
COOPERATIVE FOR THE ASSESSMENT'

OF EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING

PROJECT DESCRIPTION:

,'To develop proCedures for the selection and training of
field experts and to.develop guidelines andiprocedures
for field experts to use.

MEMBERS:

Frank A. Christensen, Project.Director
Therese Butzen, Math & Physical Science
Charles Falk, Chairman; Business Divition
Robert JohnSton, Admissions and Records
Gene Kimmet, Busineis Division
Robert Moriarty, Counseling
Barbara Olson, Counseling .

Peter Vander Haeghen, Director, Learning Resources
Mary Waite, Social Science

SPECIFIC FUNCTION OF THE TASK FORCE: \,./".

(1) To develop a philosophy for ttanslating experiential
learning into academic credit.

(2) To review assessment procedures that are currently
beintj'used atother

a. mail survey
b.' visits to selected institutions
c. consultants

(3) To write guidelines and procedures for the`assessment
Of experiential learning and for the selection and
training of field experts.
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INTRODUCTION*

In the fal). of 1974, William Rainey Harper College implemehtecr, t

a new non-traditional program called the AsSociate Degree in

Liberal Studies. This programr,eflects a major attempt and
4

.

commitment by the College to provide,a highly flexible alternative

to existing degree programs.

The unique nature of the ALS program is to allow students the

opportunity to,design their own cuiriculum, give credit for

experiential learning, proyide a structure for indeprehdent
,t-I p

and permit students to shady on or off campus. t

One of the greatest departures this program makes from the

.
,

. traditional structure of existing programs is the ability .to,vgatiAl.

'-'
-0 . ,..;2t*--, ''A

,.,

4

credit for experiential learning. ,Samuel 5, Gou/d
1 stated tha

. '
'

2.`!ik

i,. % \;,.4,

of the most overlooked but powerfui facts of our time is that We; . Nzs

7

have
dk !

N

icome to a stage n op r educational whe,re'a good

deal of what a man learns,-or can learn, is not a part of the' fbrmar-.

-

.

edusOtional, system at all. Today, many.in.Stitqtions,, both 'traditional

1'

A
$

" .
rl .-,

,

and non-traditional, awa4cl credit for some type of'achieWilent made

,

ouside the ,classroom. Many colleges_ have also' created geWNprogrlams.

similar to the Associate in'Liberal Studies program at Harper
,

/'

College, that are bAsed on a recognition of the value of work

experience and special accomplishments which result in the kind of

experiential learning that are equali;vo creditable collet t credit:

While experiential learning.has.becoMe a major movement in



higher fducation, the difficulties as assessing these exOriences

are easily recognized.

The purpose of the CAEL Project is to focus on the issues

relating to the development of Personnel and procedures that will

be used in the assessment of experiential learning. This was

accomplished through an institutional, task force consisting of

three faculty members( each of whom have three hours of released

time, two administrators,two.counselors and an admission's officer.

The financial support for the project came from a grant of $5,250

received from the CdOiperative Assessment of Experiential Learning

sponsored by the.Educational Testing Service. .

Through- 'financial support from the CAEL grant, the original

charge to the task force was:

(1) to develop a philosophy for translating experiential'

learning into academic credit.

(2) to review assessment procedures that are currently
being used at other. institutions, and

(3) as a result .of (1) and (2), develop\guidefines and
procedures for the assessment of experiential .learning

and for the selection and training offield experts.

Becatuse of the range of subjects and competencies to'be

asSetsed, the evaluation system developed had to contain breadth to

meet the needs of an extremely heterogeneous population, so therefore,

the committee was directed to focus on areas that could not be

assessed tiy such standardized measures 14.0 CLEP and advanced

.placement examinations.

7
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION

.. .

The CoMmission on Not-Traditional Stud y2 formulated in l971/y
i

I

was to examine the current status of non-traditional edtjation,

.4

assess needs, nd,recOmmend directions for the future. This

3

.

commission was sponsored by' he College Entrance Examinatiod Board
. .

.e3..*

_

and the EducatiOnal Testing likviVe through funds from the Carliegig

Foundation. The final revert that was issued by this commission.

,speaks directly to the needolimr*Avw, and expanded programs to serve
. . .

the non-traditional student 'It clarifies the problem between non-
-,:

. t :

traditional and tradttional qiivricula and identifies, the need for an

4, I
.L.accepted means of grantang, creditfo,t experiential learning.

%., ..e....

Another part. he researc1 program for that commission

4"1

prepared by Ruyle and Geiselmanifined a non-traditional program

as a specially 'designed program on' new or unconventional

r'
forms of education free of the or,place limitations beef tradi4

tional cl4ssroom instruction."116 forerunner in the recognition of
.1114W11.

competency based evaluAtibn is Jigess and industry which hag a

441 iv
long history and valuable research relating to the value of the

/
t

evaluation of performance. Simithe evaluation of experiential

.

learning often involves' "work"work situations" it seems appropriate to
,...,

0
. ..-

reyiew what has already been done in this field from that literature.
..- . . .

Felix Lopez in Evaluatin Employee Performance4 discusses the
s.

general principles and pra tices of effective evaluation practices.

Part Two of his book concerns techniques and applications with-.
emphasis bn assessment methods, performance standards, speciman

8
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instruments, and pro'viding feedback. ex summary by Sharon

Amiel5 focuses on translating work` experience into degree or

certificate.credit in eight 'occupations including agribusiness,

day care, data processing, electronics, technology, police science,

management, and secretarialsbience,

A-constant theme that prevails thxoughout the literature on

assessing experiential; learning looks far a way in which granting

credit for experiential. and min- traditional .leaiming.may be

validated, and made respectable. Though there iA little. controversy

about the value of experiential learning, there is much dissonance

about rand how this should be credited ,to an 7cademic program,

Speaking to thisissue;Wonathan Warren in Planning Non-

Traditional Programs6, discussed the relationship between means of

assessment and means of crediting, citing that in our present system,-

credits are defined by the requirements for a degree, and their,

basic purpose is to serve as a'standard unit through which the

comparability of different educational experiences can be determined.

In this work, the author praposes,a system in which credits would

1

be based upon competencies attained without regard to length of time

spdnt in an activity or its relation to a 15 week semester.

-Likewise, in stressing the need for control in this process,

Hefferline, in Planning Non-Traditional Programs7, wrote, that "as

lang as an academic, degree signified not only a certain competence,

.41
but also a certain amount of chair-sitting, it was relatively easy
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A

5

to ientify fraud." .But with the growth of.dimersity and innovations

I asuch as the,external degree, the line between legitimate and fra4d-
..

ulent has become more difficult to diStinguish.

Another major issue has to do with the method of evaluation \

and on what basis credit will be issued. In Thorndike's book,

I Educational Measurement, Fitzpatrick8 states that "assessing

.

experiential learning often Involves evaluat'ng a, person's ability

11

r.

to. demonstrate a skill or the oueAcome of 'la s ill." Another'

/

collection of papers developed for the 1973 conference of the Society
a

.

'for yield Experience Educatioh by ,i' hn Duley9 Clarifies the role of

the student, the. faculty supervisor, and the, field supervisor' in the

assessment process. Another chapter discusses the need for clearly
%

A

defined, program objectives, orientation programs, learnirig contracts,

10
and clearly. specified means of assessment. Michael Hart developed

a ha dbook for students, agencies, and "Iltculty which also emphasizes

the ole of each constituent group with emphasis on assessment

-baged on a learning contract and a detailed final'report,prepared,

by ;the student.

And finally, in another.report from the Council for the Progress"

ofNon-traditional Study, Dr. Samuel B. Gould
11 stated that a

critical issue ficing higher ecNcation today is in the 'development

of an accurate means of measuring educational attainments so that

the XiWarding of credentials and degrees is firmly based upon

demonstrated competente.

. 10
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PROJECT PROCEDURE

6

The pro6edure followed in completing this pr ject had to take

into account not only the establishment of a legitimate system Of

assessment with some measure of quality contiol, but-also a

procedure that was to be accepted byt variods groups within the

institution. The'Se segments included the liberal faculty, conserva-

tive faculty, the registrar' office, and counselor's. Of the many

groups on campus that exert influence from timeto time, these

were singled out because .of the impact or vested interest relating

to.them and the process of granting a studen4t credit for non-

traditional learning.

The firSt step was.td establish a task force. In consultation

with the dean of the College, it was decided to select a committee

that was representative of a cross4ection of the institution so as

to-increase the probability of communication, maximize inp t and

.decrease the likelihood of negative ramifications.

.
The resulting task force was composed of three faculty members.

Each faculty member was given three hours'of released .time as
.

.. .

. , / -I,

,

.

remuneration for the additional work.iMposed by this assignment.

Since many of the students to be served will come from business and.

4
6

industry, one of the faculty was selected from the Business Division.

Another faculty member wasCrom the Math and Physical Science Division,

and the1third from the Division of Social. Science. These faculty

represented a cross 'section of.the faculty at large' including age,
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philosophical orientation and.curriculum structure. In addition to

the three faculty, a counselor was selected, ia learning resource

center staff member, a representative 'tom the admission's office,

a representative from the registrar's office, one administrator; '"

division chairman, and the author as task force chairman. The total

task force structure consisted of three teaching faculty, two non-

teaching faculty, one classified staff, and two ailmiriistrators plus
. ,

the administrative chairman.

11.

At the first meeting of the task force, information was

experiential, learning along with three specificdistributed regar

functions that,the task force o achieve. Those functions

included: (1) two o-develop a'philosophy transfetinciiexperiential
4

learning into acclemid credit; (2) to review assessmeg procedbres

being used at other institutions; and (3) to write gui elines and

t
procedures for the assessment of experiential leatning and for the

selection and training of field experts. '(See Appendix A.)

OPERATIONAL PROBLEMS

The Main problem in getting the task force operational was in

thp clvelopment of a common set of goals and priorities to be

pursued. A basic problem existed that is not to ad,hod.

faculty"Committees set up as a problem solving or task oriented body.,

The task force chairman has for t two yeas been involved in

the development of expeimental studies programs and in so doing has

coml, in contact and explored 'various programs where the assessment of

. 12
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'experiential learriing has been employed. For tie rest of the task

fOrce, however, the,'assessment of experiential learning is a rela-:

tively new and foreign canCept. Whenever a situation such as this

exists where one' person on the committee has more information

able and at his disposa.than do other members, a danger exists
y

IP%

whereby his goals end his priorities become dominant and pressed

1.5T1
other membersof the cbmmittee.t can result-in a 1,a.G.k) of

411

Ipterest and commitment and a general dthsatigraction with the

co ittee by its'members.

The author decided at this point that the use of the nominal

group process would be a procedure' whereby after exploring some bf

the basio'iligedients for evetiential.learning, each member of the

task force woyld_have inpilt into the .development of pridrities and
ti

airections,'therefore, being able to assume more ownership and

.responsibility for the direction the committee Would t

NOMINAL GROUP PROCESS

As anintroduotion to the process, each task force member was
e ..4r4

given an introduction and overview of the process. This included

a definition of what it was and what would hopefully be accomplished

as a result.
V

"The nominal group' process is. an alternative to the tradi-
tional interacting group proceAs for committee decision
making effectideneAs. Tt is my contention that twenty per
cent of the committee members determine eighty per cent of
the input and influence at a traditional committee meeting.
The result, due to personality differences, individual bias
and interests, is often something lookng like a camel that
was intended to be a horse.!'

13-
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4 N.

Consequ6ntly, this nominal 'group process is structured 'to

44,

9

maximize equal input by all participants and generate fact find,

ideas. As we begin to proceed, I want to emphasize two significant

points: (1) The theme of the process is problem centered, not

solution centered. Often committees attempt to develop strategies

and solutions before the problems have been identified, (2) The

role of the committee in this process is to contribute your percep-

tions, experience and expertise to defininvthe character of the

problems; in essence, to function as a "think tank".in determining

the nature of the issues involved.

After that#ntroduction, the/ task force was given the following

rf4-
challenge question and was asked to work silently and independently

to generate what they believed to be the major issues.

Challenge question: List the issues that exist in
the assessment of experiential learning.

At the conclusion of ten minutes each member had generated at

least ten issues. In a round robin method, each member contributed

an issue until a composite list of approximately sixty issues were

listed. The next step was for each participant to rank the top ten

priorities. Table 1 shows the ranking in t.riority of issues:

As a result of the nominal group process, the author summarized

four major issues for the task force to pursue.
S

1. Definition of ZxperientialixLearning
A. What constitutes learning,
B. How credit is applied
C. Limits of credit given

1



2. Methbds of Evaluation
A. Who makes assessment decision
B. Criteria to be used
C. Verification of. experience
D. Selection and training of evaluators

3. Evaluators of Experiential Learning
A. Criteria for selection
B. Training of evaluators
C. PrOcedures they will use
D.. Remuneratipn
E. Evaluator reliability

4. Admissions, Records and Counseling
A. Transcripts and records
B. Preadmission'counseling
C. Transferability
D. Assisting students document learning

41.

10

To approach the major issue of developing an operational

definition of assessment of experiential learning, two things were

dAe. First, a consultant was brought in. This consultgnt, in

addition to meeting with the four deans of the College, spent the

rbajoi. portion of the day with the task force discussing aspects

relating to experiential learning, focusing primarily on the

operational definition and considerations. The se,pnd approach was

to collect and pool ideas from each task force member regarding an

operational definition. This information was drawn from 'the resources

, that had been made available to them and from information obtained

at the conference on.assessment of experiential learning-that they

attended as part of their orientation. The resulting operational

definition that the task fbrce developed is as follows:

Experiential learning is any not previously college
credited learning whit can be related to the individual's

<,/
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.college level educational goals. Assessment requires
documentation of learning activities and demonstration
of skills and competencies including the relating of
theory and practice'.

Even after seveal weeks of reading literature related to

experiential learning, visits from cpnsutants and committee

meetings, there was still a feeling of uncertainty. At this point

author and task force chairman 'aecided.to set up a series of

.Visits to-colleges who have existing programs for the assessment of
4 ,

experiential learning. The following colleges were selected and

visited by members of theytask force: Governors State University

in Illinois .Northeastern Illinois University (Board of Governors .

PrograR), Co''PUge of New Learning at 6e Paul University, Antioch

College in Minneapolis, Metropolitan State-College in Minneapolis,

Empire State College in Ne, York, and theCommudity College of

Vermont.

Following the visits to theselected.colleges and experimen a

studies programs, the task force divided into subgroups to devel p

the guidelines and procedures for assessing experj.ential:learni'dk.

Since these procedures for assessment were to be used DI

con)uction with the Associate Degree in Liberal Studies,C wa

necessary.to see how these procedures fit into the over,11 degree

program. To accomplish this, a flow chart (Appendix B) was

'developed that traces the sequence of events, beginning,wben a '

student is admitted to the program, selection of a faculty advisor,

three options for portfolio development, assessing, documentAng and

1.6
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$ and recording of credits thro4gh degree program developpent and

4

\

This flow chayft became a useful tool for.expla,ining the program

completion.

412 I

to other faculty..

/PROJECT.RiSULTS

The results of the CAEL Project focused on-two critical issues.

First, the consideration for 1e4-ning itself. The ability.for,an

institution.to iecognize%and credit what has been learned and what

competencies a student has regardlesa of where- or how it was learned

is a large departure from the typical traditiohal structure fouhd

in most colleges. With this, concept, the student and his needs are

placed first d the institution becomes faciltor rather than a

d3ctator'o4f arbitrary 'requirements.

In the development of the procedur4S for the assessment,of

experierined;learning, the members of the task force had to spudy.

the nature,of experiential learnin67-trIn so doing dry came'in

contact with educators from otter innovative programs, visited a

number of colleges and read numerous articles on exper'iential and

non-traditional learning. As a result of the project, each member

of the task force has a greater understanding for learning and the

value of compete'ncies in the'evaluatton process.

Through tha expanded skills of the task force members and

be:ause of their contact with other college staff, they entire insti-

tution is aware Of something that last year was 'unheard of, During

1.7
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the past few weeks, information on the assessment.of experiential
*

/1e rning was distributed to each member 'cif the college faculty,

In addition to session on experiential learning at facility

orientation, presentations have been made at counseloimeetings.,

.division meetings and the college administrator's staff meeting.

As faculty have started to work with studdhts in the ALS

prograIrt on the development of learning contracts and in developing

their portfolios for assessment of experiential learning .there has

become a greater awargness for cross divisional consultation. E'or

example, one student who was a medic and hospital corpsman in the

/\
Navy is putting together a learning contract and degree program\in

the field on insurance and brokerage administration. Since he has

life experience in the insurance field as well as health science,

and since the medical training fits into his insurance program by

4
helping him to understand the batis for medically related claims,

the assessment'of his experiential learning is being donelin

ccnsultation with fac ulty from two diaision of thd college. This

cross divisional communication on life skills will be very interesting
. /

to observe to see what impact ithas on institutional curricular

reforms. 4

In developing program and learning.contracts with students, the

faCulty advisors will be forced to look critically at the appropriate-

a

ness of traditional course requiremen s in view,of the expressed needs

of the students as they work.togethe

S

in mapping out a degree program.

4
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What we have often taken for granted for groups of students may not

be dependable when tested against a person's competencies and goals.

Even though the naty2e of learning is ag-complex as ,it is

through the completion of his project, some faCulty at 'Harper

,College believe they are in_a better position to measure where a

student is and=assist him deelop a meaningfuf and relevant degree

program than they were prior to. this project.

#1,

PROCEDURES FOR THE ASSESSMENT OF EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING

The second'britical issue that this project focused on was the

4 actual developt of a set of procedures that could be used in

assessing experientia4 le rning. Because of the complex nature of

this process and the potential impact that itcould have on various

segments of thie institution, great care was taken to insure institu-

tional representation. Because the program was initiated with

facUlty.as a.basis, and because most critical soxutiny would come

from them, tpe power bass of the task force was made up of three

facult members -- each from a different academic division. Because

of the relatiohship to counseling and to the registrar's office,'

representatives front these two areas were also included The

remainder of the nine member task force was from the Learning Resource

.

Center and th2 administration. It should be noted, however, that, '

/
..

. .

)though the tasli force was representative cof the major power centers

of the institution, 'they were selected rathe'r than elected. This

selection was based on their interest in experimental and non- tradi-

JO.
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tional education.based on theirriAst projects and actiyit1 ies.
, .

I .

Appendix "A" contains the procedures that have been approved

for US-e at Harper College. In developing the procedures, the task

force - decided that rather than begin from the beginning and re-qnvent

the wheel to work from the procedures that had been developed for

the Northeastern Board of Governors program. These procedures that
4

had beer? proven forhe university program were rewritten to fit

the unique nature-oI.Harper College. This was dohe in consultation

,W.th Ed Gilpatric, of the Boardof,Governors Program at

Northeastern. These wer eloped by the task force to be used

to assist students in the .sociate in LiberalbStudies program with
A

the preparation of resumes d portfolios that describe and dOcuitent

their -adult learning experiences. A separate sectio0 of the

..dobument is for faculty whokwill be working with-the student in

making the evalt-lation. 4

STUDENT GUJDEFOR PORTFOLIO DEVELOPMENT

Another majoroutcome of*the GAEL Project was the development

of 4 quple.for portfolio' development. (Appendfx C) After consulta-

tion with faculty across the couptry who were evaluating portfolios

and'mith studellts who had prepared them, it was decided that this

would be a useful resource for both the student and the-evaluator.

This guide is'intended to assist thei.student in describing and

documenting experiences that could, be granted college credit.
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In addition to this guide a sepinar was developed by the task

force. This.seminar (Appendix D.) was designed to provide a
(INr

structure for a faculty advisor to assist students either individu-
.

.

ally ar in small groups develop his portfolio. The seminar is

variable credit and can be .taken for one to three hours of credit.

In addition to the two-expected outcomes of this project,

some additional and_unexpected results occurred.

One unexpected outcome was an invitation tp pi.esent at a forum

at the American Association of Community and Junior Colleges (AACJC)

National Conference, Qur procedures for the assessment of experien-

learning. This conference is attended by the major leaders Of
-ft

naarly every community college in the country and, will provide an

excellent opportunity to share information on gl,cu'rrent and topical
r---

.
'subject.

.7 1 r ,

4

- .
Another unexpected ouTcome related to this project was an

invitation to host a conference workshop on the assessment of

experiential learning. This was for the Community' College Affiliate

or Instruction and Technology held on May 2-3:t At this conference

members of the task force served as resource persons to other work-

6.'''
. ,

,

.

I

shop participants. In addition to the task force, other local and
t

national consultants assisted in the. leadership-of the workshop.

(See Appendix E.)

CONCLUSION

Though this CAEL Project of developing policies and procedures ?

. 0
7
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for the assessment of life /learning experiences has been completed,

the resuLts will be ongoing. The procedures and guides 4at were

developed-are already being utilized by students and faculty in the

Associate.in Liberal Studies and are serving as a basis for data

collection for future assessments. The members of the task force

who worked on this prbject were exposed to many new and often
1, 4.

divergent programs and philosophies. It is impossible to measure

but the impact that.this project had on them is probably signifi-

cant. As for the college as a whole,'there has been,a major impact.
.

The ability to respond effectively to the edilcational needs of a
'7v

diverse group of "new students," a significant group'of faculty with
.

a new philosophy of learning based on competencies and measurable/

observable achievements and national recognition as a leader in this

n'2w field of student as a result of the AACJC con, pence, the CAEL

grant and the May 2-3 workshop will have a signific nt and long

lasting effect.

4
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The purpose of this booklet is to assist students in the
Associate in Liberal Studies Program with the preparation
of resumes and portfolios that descyitie and document their
adult learning experience. The procedures that have been
tentatively selected are similar to those that have been
tested at the Northeastern Illinois Board .of Governors
Degree Program. With experience, these procedures will be
modified to reflect the needs'of Harper College and -the
students in the Associate in Liberal Studjles Program.
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.TNTRODUCTION

The central principle that underlies the assessment of exper-
iential learning.is that wthat the student knows is more
important than how he learned it. If a student can demonsiiate
that his knotWledge and skills are reasonably comparable to'what
the college trained student knows, then equal credit wall be ,

awarded. It is unimportant.whether the student's learning
''took place at'an accredited college ot,elsewhere, whether the,
J.nstructors held advanced cLe'grees cr"n5k degrees at 'all, whether
the matter was learned within, the near ,past or the distant
past, or how'long it took to acquire some knowledge or skill.

As long as the student can pr'bvide sufficient evidence that he
posSesses college equivalent knowledge or skills, his achieve-,
ments will be credited and iecogniied as applicable towards

the Associate in Liberal Studies Degree.
3

Th'e term, ea uslatial learning, is a partial misnomer' since
credit is not given for simply any kind of adult life exper-
ience,

.

but only for those exireriences that produce learning (
and skills comparable to the outcomes of courses or training

at the college' level. Asa general principle, if colleges
and universities generally awal.--1:Fqedlts-for the acquisition

of certain kinds of knowledge and .skills-by-sSandard course
work, then comparable competence acquired in Other ways will
be credited through this experience assessment process.

1 nOne thing we are not attedipting to do is to issue a certificate

of life, competence. Many adults have been quite successfu,l in
raising families, in the business world, in community work and

other adult enterpriseg. These experiences do>not translate
directly into academic credit. Mere years of experience are
not a reliable indicator of learning; and further,.many valua-
ble, even noble, huican experiencesproduce outcomes that

colleges and universities do not credit.

The rationale behind the Associate in Liberal Studies PrOgram
can help to explain the method that is being.followed in

assessing experiences. The basic intent .of the prOgIam is to
make college degree prograMs reasonably ayairable to adults

with work and family responsibilities. Two major obstacles'
traditionally have impeded this objective. First, theAypical
undergraduate degree program is geared to the needs at6 4fe
situation of the late adolescent, Rpt to the working adulk.

The high degree of flexibility and 'theiPqbsence of arbitrary

rules in the ALS Program meet these prob'leds directly.

The second major obstacle has been the reluctance of adUlts

to returntto the classroom when) they know that, they will be

korced to take courses in,thos areas in which they have al-

ready acquired considerable knowledge and skill. The obvious
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answer is to award college degrees on the basis of competence
or proficiency, rather than hours spent'in class. This prob-
lem is met directly by the assessment of experiential learning.

The assessment of learning is made by teaching faculty and
we bplieve,this is orie'cif the strengths of the program since
the same professionals who regularly judge student performance
and award credit in standard programs are exercising their pro-
fessional comRetence and t'esponsibility,,ip assessing the learn-
ing.and competence of students applying for. credit equivalency,.
'This_ approach has the further advantage that. we laVe been able
to evaluate students and make awards of credit'ffom the very
start of the program. It was not necessary o devise new
testing programs or to write a manual covering a hroad range
of informal learning experiences. Presumably counege faculty
are codpetent enough to make jUdgPm,!nts abOut the quality and ,'
value of the work, theirostudents regularly submit. These
same faCulty membeis are asked to review the statement and
'doeumentatiom of a student.seeking credit equivalency,' and also
where appropriate to interview the student,,and then to make a
recommendation for an award of credit.only in those areas in
which the faculty member has been trained and teaches .

There are prdblets of qU'ality4'control in both old and new prOs-
grams% It is not claimed that the program. is free of def&cts,
but aCleast the quality of evaluation of students' work should
be quite comparable to that of traditional or standard prograffi
since the same acad'emtc personnel make the judgements in this ,
program as in others/. The faculty making the evaluations may
be as strict sand demAding or as lenient as they feel appro-

./ priate. The.Program Director is responsible for seeing that
academic standards are maintained, and' at least as, important,
that adult students receive a fair evaluation and anaward of
credit that does- justice to what they genuinely'knoy that is
college creditable.

2.
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PROCEDURE FOR THE ASSESSMENT OF EXPERIENTIAL LEAF NING

1: Assessment of experience for credit are done only for
students who have been additted into Harper College and the
Associate in Liberal Studies Program. Advisory assessments
are not made, nor is there any,manual or guide that may be

consulted to obtain probable estimates about awards of credit.

2. After admission to the Program the student who wishes An

tassesstient to be done prepares a detailed and documented
resume of his adult learning experiAnces that are to be eval-
uated.

'

3. The resume that the student has prepared is submitted to
the Program Director, who then selects a faculty member ,com-

.

petent to evaluate the particular experience to make a
recommendation flor an award of credit. The faculty member
chosen to' make a spetific evaluation is instructed where
necessary by the Program Director about the procedures to be

followed. If the student's experience that is being assessed
lies outside the professional competence of the faculty of the

College, a faculty member fromfanOther institution or other
expert would be requested to make the evaluation.

4. The Director's function is to provide general instructions
to the student as a guide to:preparing this resume and to
select an appropriate faculty member or other expert to review

. thi, material submitted. The Director may.noe- make the evalua-
tions, but it is his responsibility to see that the evaluation

is done fairly and defensibly..

5. After a-faculty member has agreed to melee the evaluation on

a student's- experiences in a specific field, the student's
,,resume is given to that faculty member, and the student so

,notified. The student should then contact the faculty member
making.the evaluation to determine'a mutually suitable time

for an interview. The basic purpose of the interview is to
allow the faculty member-making the evaluation the opportunity

to verify in an appropriate manner the information in the

resume and to secure-addiXional information from. the student

or other source about the experiencet described in the resume.
Also, if there are original works of art, voluminous published

materials or other bulky materials to be presented as support-

ing evidence, these would normally be brought to the interview.

The purpose of the interview is not to dispel-J.6e with a well

prepared wrAttenresume since a writtee record of the evidence

on which the award of,credits is based is preserved in the
student's permanent file id the Program office. ,

6. The faoulty member making the evaluation may seek addi-

tional information about the student's knowledge dild abilities

4
4 1
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through the Program Director or directly from the student,
or from persons knowledgeable about the student's achieve-
ments. The.faculty member is free to defer the interview
until the written record is completed to his satisfaction;
or alternatively, he may withhold his recommendation after
the interview until additional materials and documentation,
have been received.

7. Although comparable in some ways to proficiency testing,
the proress of evaluation employed in this Ptogram is not
conducted by tests. If he prefers, d student is free to
demonstrate his knowledge of specific academic fields by
taking various standardized tests.

8. After the faculty, member has completed his evaluation,
he makes a recommendation for an award of credit on the form
provided b'y the Program Director. The preferred form of
recommendati,on is to equate the student's competences with ,

courses listed in the institution's curriculum. Since this
is not always possible, the recommendation may be made more
generically in- terms of cred ).t hours in a particular field
of discipline.

9. When the faculty member's recommendation for an award-of
credit is received, the Program Director reviews it and co-
signs the recommendation, indicating that in his judgement
the recommendation is fair to the student and adequately
supported by the evidence submitted. The Director may reduce
recommendations, but may not increase them.

1
10. The actual awarding of academic, credit for life exper-
ience is made by the Program Director. After his approval
has been given, the Registrars Office is officially notified
-:: tne award of credit; and this award' is entered into the
student's permanent record. The student will be notified in
writing of the outcome of this'evaluation.

11. For a variety of reasons no timetable for completing
student evaluations can be set down in advance. In some
cases individual evaluations may require as much as 90 days
to complete because a student's experiences falls into
several different disciplines and/or because faculty from
other institutions must be contacted to make the evaluations.
Although every reasonable effort is made to proceed exped-
itiously, new students should not assume that the evaluation
can be completed during the term of their initial course
registration.

'3
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR STUDENTS

Suggestions for Preparing Resumes

1. Your various adult learning-e'xperiences should be grouped
or classified into categories corresponding as closely as
possible to major academic fields. This is necessary since
each different kind of experience is reviewed by a faculty
member who teaches courses in that area. Evaluations of
experienCe for credit are made by faculty members or other
experts in the separate fields.

' 2. There are many ways to demonstrate your knowledge within
a specific field. 1.)t is up to you to make, the case that you
have creditable knowledge ur expertise. It is your experience
and you know it best. Bear in mind that your resume will be
reviewed by a person knowledgeable in the area you des-e-r4be.
A good question to ask yourself is: "If I were evaluating
experiences similar to my own, what informatiori would I want
to have?"

3. The amountof detail that ought to be supplied varies with
each kind of learning experience. If the experierfce that is
being submitted for evaluation is relatively standardized, then
-less detail is necessary. For example, various military train-
ing programs are relatively fixed in content, and the specific
course of training would merely need to be identified by its
appropriate title for the knowledgeable faculty evaluator to
make a judgement about its equivalent academic credit. Simi-

larly, training courses in specific computer languages offered
as in- service training or commercially have re/atively fixed
content, as do Berliti language courses, certain training
workshops for school personnel, FBI workshops, etc.

4. As you proceed from the more standardized to less standard-
ized kinds of learning .and training, it is necessary to 'pro-
vide more detaiT and supporting evidence to the faculty member

who will the evaluation. For almost any kind of learning
expe ence a relatively structured kind, the length of the

specific aining or instruction is an indispensable detail.
hou ! nt i learning or training is rot the only indi-

of how m was learned, but in the absence of clearly
fined outcomes (such as an observable skill, e.g., ability
converse in French) time spent is a moderately reliable

verage indicator that is commonly used in the academic wor104.

Generally 12 to 15 hours of classroom instruction with related
outside readings and assignments are required for each semester
hour of credit that is earned. Thus, a training program that
you received at a hospital school or commercial establishment
of about 50 hoiirs of instruction would normally be in the three

to four credit hour range, other things being equal.
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5. Students who would'petition for ansaward of credit for
learning experiences that are'diffuse, less' structured and
highly personal will normally have to prepare more extensive
and detailed resumes to support tIkeir claims of special exper-.
t_ise or knowledgeability in the various academic disciplines.
Most faculty members making these evaluations will pro'babl
.compare the petitioner's experiences with the readings dis-
cussions, papers, tests and the like that are routinely re-
qq.red of students in college classes. As one petitioning
credit equivalency by evaluation, you, must be prepared to
demonstrate reasonably that your rknowledge is roughly compar-
able to that of'the staniaard colAge studerit for the amount 0

rof credit to be'received. Ordinarily, this will mean that
an extended., fully detailed. essay will have to be prepared;
and the more credit that is anticipated the longer and more
completelydetailed must be your person statement.

c

6. It is impossible to state in advan'ce hat an' equate'
amount of detail might be fQr every kind o adult earning
experience. There is inevitably a large amount of subjectiv--
ity in anyprocess of student evaluation. What should be
avoided is more clear. Vague, general statements are oflittle
or n.o value in indicating your knowledgc and competence. Fo.r

instance, a person with experience in the mental health field
should not say: "I work with schizophrenics," Practically
ever:I./body works O.J4h schizophrenics in some fashion or other.
Taxicab drivers aid bartenders probably have more "experience" '-

in working:with all kinds of schiz4hrenics ,than 'licensed
e.

psycho therapists; but few evaluators arelikely to award
much credit for passingand casual exposure. Similarly, there
is a world of difference between the lackadaisical parent
raising a family amidst mild chaos, and Jean Piaget, who made
extraordinarily detailed *nd systematic observations of hisown
,children and contributed remarkably to human knowle2ge about
learning processes. The point is that ex ience )as such is
no measure of learning that can be credited As a degree.
If, for instance, you work as a counselor, it is important to
describe your work in detail, indicating what skills you have.
acquired, what reading you have done, what techniques of coun-
seling you employ, and what sort of learning you have acquired
by informal instruction, staff ,interaction, and the like. Like-
wise, if you have extensive experience in busineis, you mustAbe
prepared to describe your competence.in the relatively standard
terms used commonly in business programs. This means that you
can relate your lear,ping to categorieS such as accounting, oper-
ations management, fiscal control and planning, tax law, market-
ing, personnel work, information processing', investment, inven-
tory control, purchasingaAd the like. -The'key question to be
answered here is: can you establish that you know those things

or possess those skills for which colleges and universities
award ac demic credit toward degree programp?

7. In pre aria g your resume, it is often helpful to examine the
171

4 ,4

course descriptions to be found in vario.ps college catalogues.
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,If you can establish,that you have acquired that body of
know tl edge that a thre'e credit hour course is directed towards,
then 'the faculty member making the evaluation has a more
standardized and reliable measure of comparison.

8. In those cases in which there is dOcumentation of some
kind to support your narrative, then that documentation should

be supplied as a matter of course. Many kinds of in-service
training commonly produce either a certificate of completion
or some notation on the employees record of employment. In

pro-

duce a statement on the organization's. official letterhead

other cases no no formal record exists, but your employer or.
training officer *or some other official should be able to pro-

attesting to the corr ctness of basic facts in your narrative,
such as period ,employment, job title (nd description, if

available), specific training, and the like. Additional
remarks or statements that v.Ipport your claim to a particular
competence might also be included. Commendatory statements
about your character a work habits are not needed since these

produce no award of credit. Letters of reference may be for-
warded direCtly to the College-or included with your resume.

- I

9. In some cases where no suitable documeptation can be pro-

duced, the student may still receive an award of credit for the A

knowledge and skills acquired by providing a sufficiently
detniled narrative to convince the faculty'member making the

evaluation to recommend an award of credit. . 4

e

10. A final note: These directions prol2ably appear complicated

and even frightening. Each student normally would like to
receive the maximum award of credit that his life experience,
can produce. Many students themselves note, laxo.r easy credits

quickly cheapen a de.gree6173irake it suspect and even worthless.

In jddging your learning experiences, the faculty will attempt
to be ,reasonable and fair, andto award roughly the same amount

of credit for your lAtrning experiences that you can document

as they would for standard, on-campus courses. Credits
awarded through life experience assessment are on a par with

other credits applicable to the degree. There is no requiremerit

that the norms for awarding;them be more stringent than for

standard course credit, nor is there any assumption that life

experience credi.;:s are "easy credits."



INSTRUCTIONS TO THE FACULTY

I. In awarding credit for experiential learning, it is
granted from the start that both what is learned and the
manner of learning from "life experience" fN different from
the learning that takes place in standard courses. Thereis
no assumption that the student's life or work experience.will
duplicate the academic learning situation, although some exper-
iences submitted for evaluation may be,almost identical. For
the most part, we are dealing with rough approximations,'not
with duplicates of classroom learning experiences. The focus
is on what the student'knowS, not how he learned it.

2. The program guidel'nes allow for considerable f exibility
in making this assessment. These guidelines are rep oduced
here for your reference. A,partial interpretation o hese
guidelines follows with some additional information reg r ing
assessment that may prove helpful.

A. The Program Director requests the assistance of
faculty members and other experts in .the field as
needed to assess a student's nonacademic experience.'

B. After a thorough review, including conversations
with and/or written reports from a person qualified
Ito assess the students achievements, the faculty
member or other expert recommends to the Program
Director the hours of credit to be given for the,
work experience.

C. The Program Director, i -n consultation with the
appropriate faculty member(s) or gther expert(s)
notifies the registrar as to the credit awarded.

'3. Individual faculty members are contacted by the Program
Director. The faculty member who is requested to do the
assessment is free to seek as much information and advice
from others as he feels is necessary. 'A faculty member
obviously should not exceed his competence in recommending
awards of credit foe nonacademid learning; but it is normally
presumed that w,faculty evalpator's competence and expertise
exten04 to a broad area within a discipline and not merely to
the listed courses he regularly,teaches.

4. The most conservafive and preferred manner of making a
recommendatibn for award of credit is to equate the student's
experience with a specific course listing; but Lhis is not
required nor is it always possible. You are free to recommend
an award ofcredtt in a general disciplinary, area, in a sub-

..

1 3



field of the discipline, or in specific
c
ourses. You should

indicate whether,you consider the credit to be awarded as
equialent to upper division ('advanced undergraduate) or
lower division work. If there ire no course titles in Harper 's
catalog, the faculty member making t'he evaluation may devise ,

course titles that fairly equate to the student's experience,
or may borrow such titles from the catalogues of other insti-
tutions of higher education. In the .latter case, however, the
course numbers of another university should not be listed:

5. Although the guidelines do not require . per.sonal interview
of the student as,part of theevaluation, the majority of
students expect that there will he such an interview; and our
brief experience to this date also indicates that most faculty
members making these evaluations strongly prefer a personal
interview as well as the resume. Accordingey, when a faculty
member has agreed to make e luatipn of a student's exN-40?-1
ience, the student will be noti ied that his resume has t=een
given to a specific faculty member and the student will then
contarr, this faculty member to determine a mutually accepfable
time for the personal interview as part of the evaluation pro-
cess. In some few cases, there may ke a need for anonymity or(
one side or ?he other, and this will, of course, be-respected:
If as a result of the interview substantial new information is
communicated by the student that was,not contained in the
resume, the faculty member making the evaluation should note At

least in outline the general content of this information V it
constitutes a significant p9rtion of the evidence or grounds
on which the recommendation is based. The student's resume and
critical supporting documents are retained in,the student's .

file in,the Liberal Studies office. ,

13 .
The r!ecommendation for an award of academic credit in a 4-

a ticular.case is precisely that, a recommendation. The
pirector will append his own statement and transmit the state-
ment to registrar who will record the credit. The Program
Directo .must rely on the judgement and Competence of faculty
evalua ors in their own dfsciplines,'and would not recommend
an award of credit in excess of the evaluator's recommendation.

-I e recommended award appears to differ substantially from
similar awards made for, comparable experience,, the Director is
free,to discuss the matter with the evaluator, or to seek addi-
tional recommendations from other qualified

)
faculty members.

7. . T e credit award that has been recommended and approved by

the ALS Director will be entered on the student's permanent
transcript in the form that the recommendation has been
received to the extant that this is possible. It i-s explicitly

r*
nuted that these tie have bean earned by an evaluation
(comparable to profi iln,cyltesting).

? 4,

8. The, Program Direckof. makes no recommendation for an award

1

t*A.
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/4of credit prior to facility evaluation. He will provide as_a,
much guidance and instruction as he is able to do ff're ueged.

9. Faculty evaluators should avoid direct communication with
the student regarding recotmendations for award of,cre.dit.

J
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WILLIAM RAINEY HARPER COLLEGE
ASSOCIATE IN LIBERAL STUDIES PROGRAM

Application for Credit.E4uivalency

1 .

TO: Director, Associate in Liberal Studies

FROM:
(Evaluator)

RE:
(Student's Name)

.

DATE:

7

)

,

I recommend an award of credit equivalent to the
follo,,,iftg courses:

Course .11

10

0.

Course Title Cr. Ho,urs

O..

If more space is needed, please use continuation sheet(s).

/ (Signature of Evaluator)

TOTAL

AWARD OF CREDIT:
semester hours have been approved.

(Signature of Director, Liberal Studies ..V.,
...411r



APPENDIX B

REFER TO
LIBERAL
STUDIES
OFFICE

I

COUNSELOR PROVIDES
ORIENTATION AND
NECESSARY FORMS

0E
STUDENT
WISE TO

PARTIWAT

COUNSELOR
IDENTIFIES.
ALTERNATIVES

STUDENT COMPLETES
NECESSARY COLLEGE

AND A.L.S.
APPLICATION FORMS

STUDENT REGISTERS
FOE II WEER A.L.S.

SEMINAR ON PORTFOLIO
DEVELOPMENT - 3 N1s.

I

FACULTY ADVISOR
SELECTED IN CONSULTATION
WITH PROGRAM DIRECTOR
AND DIVISION CHAIRMAN

STUDENT REGISTERS
FOR) A.L.S. INDEPENDENT

STUDY TO DEVELOP
PORTFOLIO 1-3 MRS.

DIRECTOR
COLLECTS CHECKS

REDIRECTS
PORTFOLIO

ASSESSMENT Sy
FACULTY OR
OTHER EXPERTS

INDEPENDENT
DEVELOPMENT or

PORTFOLIO
(110 CREDIT)

6

COMMITTEE REVIEW
OF THE ASSESSMENT
Or LIFE EXPERIENCE
AND REVIEW OF

EDUCATIONAL PLANS

I

COMMITTEE' FORWARDS
DECISION ON CREDIT

TO DIRECTOR, A.L.S.
STUDENT FACULTY
ADVISOR, REGISTRAR

1

DECREE LEARNING
CONTRACT DEVELOPED
BETWEEN, STUDENT AND

FACULTY ADVISOR

it'

...--1 STUDENT
COMPLETES

LEARNING CONTRACT
WIT* FACULTY ADVISOR

IRECTO
Or A.L.S.

REVIEWS COMPLETION
Or

LEARNING
CTIVITI

1

PETITION
FOR

GRADUATION

VIP ACADEMIC
AFFAIRS, AND COLLEGE
REGISTRAR NOTIFIED

1

ASSOCIATE IN
LIBERAL STUDIES
DEGREE AWARBED



APPENIX C

INTRODUCTION

The following pages present the suggested format for portfolio
development that'is used for the assessment of experiential
learning in conjunction with the Associate in Libetal Studies
degree program.

Illustrated are some examples of the kinds of experiences'which
might be included in the portfolio.

Developed' By The
CAEL Task Force On

Experiential Learning

Therese Butzen
Charles Falk
Robert Johnston
Gene Kimmet
Robert i4Oriarty
Barbara Olson
Peter Vander Haeghen
Mary Waite
Frank A. Christensen, Chairman-

April, 1975
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BRIEF PORTFOLIO EXPLANATION

The following pages present, the format for the

portfolio as well'as dome examples of the kinds Of;

experiences which might be included.in the document.

.

This material is.noj a substitute)fpr the'course

on portfolio,development. Instead it is brief`
. -

explanation which can be elabor'ated on in the

course especially desi-gped for portfolio development.

0

I
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PORTFOLIO OUTLINE

I. ,Table of Contents

II. Personal Vita

IntroductOry Essay \

IV. Previous College Level Education..

Date -InstitutiOn

Courseor area of concentration

I. Skills acquired

2. Knowledge gained

A.

B.

C. Certificates, transcripts, or other

validation .

D. Number of creditg requested

E. Relationship to educational objectives

V. Training Programs

A. Date Institution, Company

B. Topics, material covered

I. Skills acquired

2. Knowledge gained

C. Certificates or other Validation of

instruction

.

D. Number of credits requested

E. Relationship to educational objectives,

VI. Employment Experience

A. tisinessr company, school, etc.

B. Pogition and job description

C. Duties - include ski and knowledge gained

(-4
4
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D. Validation of employment (letters)

E. Number of credits requested

F. Relationship to educational objectives

VII.' Military Service
)

A. Position or MIO.S.

B. Duties include skills and knowledge gained
4

C. Military training programs - include skills

and knowledge gained

D. "Validation letters and other relevant documents

E. Number of credits requested

F. Relationship to educational objectives

VIII. Licenses. or Certification

A. License or certification title and numbel3

B. Requirements for license or certification

I. Education - level, institution, etc.

2. Experien1e

3. Examination'- include brief descriptions'

of knowledge and/or skills tested

C. Copy of license or certification

document for validation

D. Number .of credits requested

E. Relationship to'educdtional,objectiyilf

IX. Organizations

A. Name of organization

13. .Type of membership (regular or associate)
V4

"\ C. equirements for membership, educatidn, occupation, etc.

to



Ib

D. Brief description of organizations

purposes, functions and activities

E. Type of.individual involvement in the

organization meetings attended, committee

membership, responSibilities, etc.

F. Skills and knowledge gained from membership

G. Validation of membership and activities

H. Number of credits requested

I. Relationship to educational objectives

X. Hobbies

A. Description of hobby

- B. InstrUction received - f

C. Skills- and knowledge acquit

informal, or self

D. Certificates, awards or letters of validation
Os.

E.-Number of credits requested

F. Relationship to 'educational objectives

XI. -014her.Activities

1. Descriptionof activity .'

B. Skills and knowledge acquired

C. Letters or documents for validation

D. Number of credits reqtAested

E. Relationship to educationdl objectives

XII. Summary Chart

t .
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II.

JOAN SMITH

1234 5th Street
College Park, Maryland 20742

Education:

Experience:
Summer 1974

4

1971 to 1974

Summer 1970
to 19 71

VITA

Te'lephone: (301) 122-4000

University of Maryland, College Park, B.A.
'Marketing, 1975. Special emphasis on
retail sales and merchandising; considerable
work in consumer economics and accou4ing,

Sales Clerk, Housewares Department. Duties
included merchandise displays, assisting
buyer, consumer relations. Also assisted
department manager.in training new sales
personnel,. sold successfully on a commission
basis.

Sales Clerk. Worked part-time.in specialty
clothing store.. Assumed increased
responsibility during time of employfient.
Duties included sales, window displays,
assisting with inventory and ordering,.and
*assisting wi advertising and copy layout.

Lifeguard. Dtities included general pool'
maintenance and swimming4.pstructions for
children and young adults.

fr

Extracurricular
Activities Program 'Chairman for American Marketing

Association. Duties included planning
programs, cohtacting speakers from area
business community, and coordinating program.

Corresponding Secretary for national sorority.
Responsible for all correspondence, too
national headquarters, alumnae, and others.
Maintained files and records for group.
Also redponsible for ordering.

,References Will be furnished upon request.

4 )



INTRODUCTORY ESSAY

This essay need not be longlout should state what your

educationalplans and objectives_are. Your educational .goals

should in turn be related to,your past life experience. For

example, if you wish to get an Associate in Liberal Studies to

improve your working credentials in the areas of electronics,

show how your past life experiences in terms of your work,

interests, and other activities have tied in with this goal in

the past. If on the other hand, you wish to enter an entirely

new field, such as legal technology,:and ift the past have

had little formal education, explain the kinds of,skills and

kndwledge you have acquired .ho date and explain why you wish to

change atsthis point in your life.

Lis
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IV.

EDUCATION

Prease list by name and.aates of attendance those institutions

of higher learning that you have attended. You should identify

the courses completed and their descriptions. For almost

any kind of learning experience of a relatively structured

kind, the length of the instruction is an indispensable detail.

Indicate the h urs of instruction /3g-trim-eVto complete each

course. The h urs spent in learning or training is nct the only

indicator of how much was learned, but in the abSence of clearly

defined outcomes time spent is a moderate y reliable average

indicator that is commonly used in the academic world. A copy

of alt official certificates, transcripts or other documents of

validation should accompany your reSlest. These docupents should

bear the official identification Material for verification

purposes.

Example:

Mercy Hospital School for Nursing

Fall 1972

Human Physiology (6 credits) - The normal and

abnormal physiological functions of trle human body.

Spring 1973 v.

Cell Biology (4 credits) - Emphasizing structure

and function of nucleus,. ribosomes, chloroplasts
.1

and other cytoplasmic organelles

-3



Spring 1973

Life ,Science (5 credits) - Major concepts, of life

science with emphasis on their social implications.
%

See attached letter by Dr. Kay Mansfield, and the transcript

from Mercy Hospital.

15 Credits Requested as Follows:

10 credits in thefield of'"Biology" since they correlate

closely with Harper's Biology 161, Human Physiology, and

Biology 190, General Pathology. While the courses at Harper

are counted at only 6 hours, the courses at Mercy Hospital

required more class, and Aab hours and involved a greater

depth of study.

5 creditp in the field of "Life Sdience" which correlated with

Physical Education 203 at Harper, but is more involved and

detailed at Mercy Hospital.

These courses closely relate to my chosen field of Journalism in

that I will be concentrating on public health issues. The

knowledge gained in this area is essential in my understanding of

the hdman body and its diseases which will help me relate

important health issues to the public.



a

V.

TRAINING PROGRAMS

Participation in training programs either sponsored by an '

employer or t en independently may provide valuable exper-

ience in re ion to one's career or educational goals. A

complete listing Of such programs should lie provided by the
. -

applicant. The dates included in the training periods, the

number of hours involved in the training and the outside,

time necessary to supplement such training, should.41 be

designated. The knowledge and/or skill, achieved as a result of

the training and any formal recogriition fesulting from such

training should be.provided. A statement of how.such training

relates to the educational or career goals of the applicant'

will be helpful in determining possible credit.

I.

Example:

Behavioral Management Seminar,isponsored by the Ameri Me als

Corporation, June 15 July 30, 1972. 'Program consisted of

30 hours classrdom time (one hour per day for four weeks).

Thidtra.ining program enabled me to develop betterktechnigue

for the handling of grievances. It was aimed at providing_

knowledge for the effective use of grievance procedures. The

successful completion of this course resulted in my being awarded

a "Certificate of Excellence in Labor Relations" on August 15,

1972.



II

Please note the attached letter of verification by P. R. Ansel\l,

Program Director, American Metals Corporation, and the .copy

of the certificate received.

3 credits requested in the are

result of my successful comple

with personnel problems and my subsequent'increased capacity to

deal with grievance iiiocedures.

I.:

of persoimel management as a

ion of this training course dealing

/

The campletipn of this course and the increased effedtiveness I

have since demonstrated in handling labor problems constitutes

0
a significant and positive cohtripution toward my educational '

and career goals in the field of Labor Management.

. 4



VI.

EMPLOYMENT EXPERIENCE

Employment experience should contain a complete list of jobs

starting with the most recent. Included in this listing should

be the dates of employment, the name and address of the -

firm or individual for whom the applicant worked, the

particular jobs and responsibilities involved. Any knowledge

and skills'acquired on the'job should be listed as well as

any job related experiences which one feels might, add to the

applicants information base. A verification of employment

letter should accompany each employment description.

Example:

1. June 1971 to the present: The H.R. Smith Company,

24 Public Square, Cleveland, Ohio). I was employed

as Assistant Buyer in the Furniture Department. I.

had responsibility for the selection and purchasing

deCisions in upholstered furniture. I developed

broad knowledge of fabxics and frame styles in this

area. I achieved familiarity with purchasing

procedures and developed an effective liaison with

manufacturing representatives of most major furniture

manufacturers.

Please note the 'attached letter of employment

verification from John C. Lawrence, Senior Furniture

Buyer, H.R. Smith Company, Cleveland, Ohio.



3 credits requested in the-lrea Of purchasi g as a result of

the development of practical kilOwledge of the operation of a

purchasing system in a retail institution and the increased

capacity to accept responsibilie in both the'technical aspects

of th$ job and the interpersonal relationships necessary to

carry it out.

The practical experience gained in learning to successfully perform

the ,responsibilities of this job, situation has added significantly

to my ability to achieve my academic and career goals pertaining

to Retail Sales/ Management.

,0



VII.

MILITARY EXPERIENCE

Various military training programs are relatively fixed in

content, and the specific course of training needs to be

identified by its appropriate title to make judgment about its

equivalent academic credit. You should include the length

of training, preferably in hours, and also the' military base

this training program was conducted at, including the branch

of the service. In addition, a listing of the applicants

jobs held in.the military and,the M.O.S. (code and title) num-

aer should be included. It would be gelpful.'if you could

,provide a s description of the training experience.' You

should present copies of any certificated of completion ta

validate your training experiences,

qxample:

Title: Reproduction Equipment Repair - U.S. Air Force

Location: Engineer School, Fort Belvoir,'VA,

Length: 13 - 14 weeks,.Fall 1968
1

Instruction: Use of hand tools and precision

measuring instruments; basic

electricity; operation, repair and

maintenanceiof copy cameras, contact
4

printers, print dryers,...

Please note the copies of certificates of completion of training

programs and attached letter provided by Capt. H.I. McKay,'Training

Director, Fort Belvoir, VA.



6 credits requested as follows:

%..
. .

3 credits in the area of "Basic Measurement Techniques" as

1

a result of my trai ing in the use of hand tools and precision

measurement instrum nts.
.

.
,

3 credits requested in the'area of "Maintenance and Repair

Wquipment" as a result of my tra4ing in.maintaining and

repairing cameras, printers, and print dryers.

The experience I gained in this military training relating to-the

use Of basic measuremgnt.techniques and the repair and maintenance

of camera and printing equipment is supportive of my education

and career objectives in the field of electronics.



LICENSING OR CERTIFICATION

In the course of one's educatiln and/or employment, licenses or

certificates from various state and local agencies and

organizations may have been obtained. In order to insure

proper evaluation the following inflation should be--

presented: the license or certificate title and number, the

awarding body and the;(date obtained. The educational require-

ments, wIrk experience and the type of ex ination necessary

to meet the final requirements should be indicated.:

Example:

Real Edlate Brokers License RES. IL. 60331. Awarded by the

State of Illinois, DeceMber 10., 1971. In preparation

this kicensing'I completed two real estate codraes at

Ceitral College, Res. 121, "Introduction to Real Estate"

and Res. 201 "Broker's Licerfse Preparation Course". In

addition r worked two years as a Real Estate Salesman

for the William L. Smith itealty Company. I took the

Illirfois State Real Estate Broker's Examinationion

..November 10, 1971 and was notified' that I passed' the Exam

on November 25, 1971.

Please note the attached copy of my Illinois Real Estate

B'ker's License and the letter from William L. Stith

verifying my employment at his firm.

I



6 credits requested as follows
/

3 credits in the field og "Salesmanship" as a result of my'

practical experience in the selling of real estate.

3 credits in the field of "Sales Management" as a result of

my experience managing six real estate salesman in my role

as a real estate broker.

The successful completion of the requirements for an Illinois

Real.Estate Broker's license and the subsequent successful sales

and maiagement experience in this field relates directly to my

educational goals leading to a sales mariagement career.

O

1
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PROFgSSIONAL ORGANIZATIONS

Active participation in professional, fraternal, religious,

political and other typeigtoforganizatiOns may provide valuable

skills and'knowledge .useful in the career or educational

objectives 'of the individual. In order to insure appropriate

evalution of such skill or knowledge, the following information
«

should be furnished: The name of 4the or ization, the type

of membership awarded, and the educational [or occupational

requirements necessary for membership cons Aeration. In

n's rOle, its1addition, a description o6 the orgariizati

objectives, and activities should 6 inciuded. The role of the

individual in the organization including the length of membership,

.,offices held,'honors or awards received, and other leadership

'activities should'f)e presented.

participation might be linked.to

of.the applicant will be helpful

U

Example:

A statement of how this

the educational or career goals

in determining possible credit!'

. A

JaniCr Chamber of Commerde member 1968- 1972, Palatine,

Illinois. I was addepted as a regular member of this

organization 40y a unanimous vote of the acceptance

committee in vidw.of my good community standing and as

. a merier of the business community in my management

capacity with the J.L. Smith Mfg. Company. The Junior

Chamber of Commerce is.dedicated to the bettermentpf the

community goals of the City of PalAtine and to the

development of figure Communityleaders. ,In my four years

of
.*

membership I held the pd' of Chairman, of the Community

r



N

RecreatiOnalDevelopMent Committee and was awarded a

-certificate or.meritorious service for' my role in

. developing a city recreational, park area.

Please'note attachbd'letter of verification by R. W. Snider,

President of the Palatine Chamber of Commerce.

3 credits requested in the field of "Public Administration" as a

result of the successful. completion of community programs carried

out in my role with the Junior Chamber of Commerce.
C 6

I feel that this experience in'community devel'opment.projects and

the interpersonal relationships resulting from. these projqss

.has added significantly to my capaCities. toward achieving my

educational and career goals in the field of personnel management.

0



'HOBBIES

This category is wide open area. 'It might include such things

as sports; outdoor recreation; phot6graphy; designing and

making kiothes; .fUrnitUre and model planes; aviation; art;

the collection and study of insects, 'antiques, and other

.objects; gardening, reading, interior decorating, etc. In

regards to some of these field, you might want to check the

t

Harper ca alogue or.visit the appropriate, department on campus

to see what kinds of knowledge is considered essential before

you make your inventory of your assets in a particular area.

Example:

Tennis -.: Two six week group lessons at the park district

for a total of 12 hours of class instruction. In addition,

played tennis frequently' during the..eummers of 1972

and 19.73. I am now classified as an' intermediate. In

additiOn- to mastering the xulep of.the games and scoring,

I can hit a serve, a forehand, backhand, lob and volley.

See attahcld letter by-Mr. James Knorr of the Fox Lake Park

t

District validating my lessons and playihg ability.

2 credits requested in the area of "Physical Education". This

is similar to Physical Education 158 at Harper. I am requesting

. 2 credits rather than the 1 predit granted in 158 since I have

played eftensively and carry an intermediate rating.

The tennis has:helped to broaden my skills in ah. area in which I
A

had previously not explored. It has improved my physical dexterity and

helped improve my self- image. -This.will assist me in terms



of self-confidence and physical -fitness therefore adding a

positive though indirect influence toward my gdal of becoming

an Interior Decorator.

ti

6



XI.

This

fall

exte

bala

acqu

Othe

cent

for

OTHER ACTIVITIES

category can include anything that you think noes not

under .ohe of the above listings. Perhaps you have

sive knowledge of foods, vitamins, and know how to plan a

ced diet. Consequently you might want to investigate

ring credit in the field of nutrition.

examples might be setting up and organizing a day care

r or alternative school; planning and gathering support

r against a village referendum; traveling and studying

exte sively above the' people,. land, and customs in a particular

clregi n; reading and writing a foreign langt&ge which you may

have learned at.home. All of the above are valid as long as

you can identify your skills, and have them verified and

evaluated by a qualified person in the field.

Example:

Settihg up a da, care center. I worked one year in 0.

committee of parents to cct up a small day care

facility for working mothers. This involved finding

out the legal requirements, seeking out a suitable space,

hiring appropriate personnel, furnishing the center, and

raising money until the center could be self-supported.

I learned a greatl deal about: organizing parents,.meeting

formal county day care specifications, preparing for young

children's needs, and hiring practices.

'V

3
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(See attached letter of validation by Jane Holt,Director of

the Dempster Day Care Center.)

.3 credits requestedias follows:

I credit each in "Sociology", "Child'Care", and "Political

Science". This combination is appropriate as a result of the

knowledge obtained concerning group behavior, pre-school

education, and County code enforcement. Extensive reading and

preparation was involved with respect to each,of these areas

as well as practical experience.

The first hand knowledge and experience of the many aspects of

operating this project has been instrumptal in clarifying my

educational and career goals of becoming a teacher's aide in

the field of pre-school education.

,4s

4
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